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1: - Apartheid's Rebels: Inside South Africa's Hidden War by Stephen M Davis
Notable as virtually the only book-length study on the African National Congress published here in recent years, this
treatment offers a comprehensive overview of the history and current role of South Africa's leading insurgent group.
Balanced and very readable, it offers an American audience an.

View photos Twenty-five years ago, an England team embarked on a tour of South Africa. With South Africa
banned from international sport due to apartheid, the group of Englishmen became the seventh set of Rebels to
tour. They came in for the most criticism too, as they were being paid by the apartheid-promoting government.
And in making that controversial trip to South Africa â€” just three weeks before the release of Nelson
Mandela, the vast majority cost themselves the chance to represent their country again, hit with three-year
bans for their sins. But what were the consequences for each of them? Perhaps it was in spite more than
anything else. He fronted up to the press during the shortened tour, but found himself out of his depth. He did
make it back into the England side after serving his ban, playing another 11 test matches. In truth he was never
a mainstay of the side, but this ended any hope he had of becoming a regular. He is now passing on his
wisdom to pupils at Dulwich College where he teaches and coaches. Kim Barnett Having been given his
chance in the England test side, Barnett paid more than most for touring. Capped four times, including three
the summer before the South Africa trip, he never got another test call-up. A stalwart of county cricket for
many years subsequent, Barnett still plays to a high standard in local leagues. A controversial character, he
waved goodbye to his England career when boarding the plane to South Africa, never adding to his 25 Test
appearances. Son Stuart will be in South Africa this winter leading the England bowling attack. Knee injuries
forced him to retire just two years later and a career in the media followed. Graham Dilley A fine bowler,
Dilley died in aged 52 after being diagnosed with oesophageal cancer. His test England career was still going
when he decided to tour South Africa and he was another never to play in another test. He went into coaching
before his untimely death. He has been a teacher and house master at Millfield School since retiring. He
served six years of bans as a result, yet still appeared in 64 test matches. The spinner earned four more caps
between and , before the curtain came down on his controversial career. He captained England twice, losing
both matches to the West Indies, in But almost certainly the decision to tour South Africa cost him more
chances to be skipper. Emburey has coached England, several counties and in Pakistan since retiring. View
photos Neil Foster Foster played just one more test for England after the tour, the quick earning a recall during
the Ashes series. It was the 29th and last time he played for his country, and the penultimate time he played
cricket full stop as injuries forced him into retirement. The injury-hit bowler put his problems to good use by
qualifying as a physiotherapist. He accepted that was the case by heading to South Africa. The gloveman has
passed on wisdom to the England team as a coach since retiring. Paul Jarvis Jarvis was perhaps the biggest
loss to England, the fast bowler just 24 and six tests into his international career at the time of the tour. He
never regained a foothold in the side either, capped only three more times after the end of his suspension. He
continued playing domestically until and became Director of Cricket at Framlingham College for a time.
Matthew Maynard Maynard was just 23 at the time of the tour and may well have thrown away the best years
of his England career. He had played just once only to be dropped in He did play ODI cricket as recently as ,
but it is a case of what might have been. The batsman was never called upon by his country again, despite a
solid career in the county game. He became an ECB umpire in and made his international debut in Greg
Thomas A super-fast bowler, Thomas played in five tests for England between and and was well and truly out
of the frame when deciding to become a Rebel. He retired in and little is known of what happened to the quick
since. Alan Wells Frustrated at a lack of opportunities despite scoring runs for Sussex, the uncapped Wells
threw his hat into the ring for the Rebels tour as he desperately sought to play international cricket. It cost him
any real chance of making an impact on the national team.
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2: South African rebel tours - Wikipedia
Knowledge about the war over apartheid in South Africa is distorted and sketchy due to censorship and the rebels' need
for secrecy. This book focuses on the powerful but shadowy African National Congress and its relationships with other
resistance groups.

This paper will discuss the beginning of apartheid rule in South Africa, the internal resistance that apartheid
was met with, and the dismantling of apartheid. Introducing apartheid to South Africa led to the repression and
the eventual uprising of Africans fighting against the government, using any means necessary to complete
their goal of racial equality. The system of apartheid is a result of colonial rule entrenched from the time
European settlers came to Africa to exploit its natural resources. Aside from the mineral resources such as
gold, diamonds, and ivory. We will write a custom essay sample on Apartheid: British and French rule were
the prominent players in the beginning. White Europeans came to Africa and were granted the most fertile,
agriculturally efficient land. These lands were taken away from their native African owners and given away
without any kind of compensation. The lands that these Europeans were given became known as settler
colonies and this tradition for many years. In , the Afrikaner nationalist government came into power and
strengthened the Apartheid System which would stand for nearly fifty more years. This segregated area would
later play a key role in the anti-apartheid movement Wikipedia. The National Party introduced a number of
legislative acts, the most prominent are Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act 55 which disallowed any marriage
between a white person and a person of color, The Immorality Act 21 of which forbade of any immoral act
between a white person and an African, Indian, or colored person. Liquor outlets had to be segregated. Sports
amenities and beaches were also reserved for the use of one racial group Most of the aforementioned
segregated areas were put into effect by the Group Areas Act. The population was classified into four groups:
Black, White, Indian, and Colored. These terms are capitalized to denote their legal definitions in South
African law. Police would brutally assault Africans without cause or provocation Wikipedia. Africans resented
the white European settlers who had swooped in and stole their land. Eventually, there were poorly led efforts
to fight apartheid but it was loosely organized and never resulted in anything worthwhile. These uprisings
were met with more police brutality and government involvement in strengthening racial segregation between
whites and non-whites. Eventually a pass system was introduced by the government to allow coloreds into
white-only areas to work and in certain cases live in these restricted areas. Each non-white was to always have
their pass with them at all times, the cards contained information regarding their home address and the
employment status of the individual. Now, with the ANC being strengthened within by its Youth Leader
movement, which would become known as the ANCYL, they would finally openly resist government
repression and organize uprisings to fight for racial equality in South Africa. In , the ANC made a change from
the strictly constitutional protest of the past to peaceful yet unlawful demonstrations. This campaign was the
beginning of a mass movement of resistance to apartheid. The government attempted to stop the campaign
through the banning of its leaders and the passing of laws. Although this was a non-violent demonstration,
demonstrators decided to hold a bonfire and burn their passes as a symbol that they will not tolerate repression
any longer. The government reacted by arresting the leaders of the movement, notably Nelson Mandela, Dr. A
document dubbed the Freedom Charter, which contained these demands, was adopted on June 26, The
government claimed it was a Communist document and arrested the leaders of the Congress Alliance
Opposition and Resistance. The trial in which the ninetenn leaders pleaded their case was dubbed the Rivonia
Trial, a suburb of Johannesburg. The official charges were acts of sabotage designed to overthrow the
apartheid system Wikipedia. The trial was meant to discredit the ANC and try to send a message to all those
who were protesting. The men whose involvement was marginal at best received lighter sentences, but the
men including Mandela were sentenced to life imprisonment. Consequently, during the s a range of measures
was introduced to provide for the further tightening of influx control which include Bantu Laws Amendment
Act of and the Bantu Labor Act of These and other measures froze the construction of housing for urban
Africans, provided for the repatriation of redundant and surplus labor to the Bantustans, and facilitated the
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removal of leasehold and property rights and the reduction of expenditure on urban services State, Resistance
and Changeâ€¦. With the arrests of the ANC party leaders, many followers were forced into organizing events
underground to avoid any police or government involvement. The event that brought Apartheid to the world
was known as the Sharpeville Massacre. World leaders from around the world could be heard fighting for the
rights of all Africans. Che Guevera, while at the United Nations in speaking about Fidel Castro had this to say
about apartheid: The brutal policy of apartheid is applied before the eyes of the nations of the world. Can the
United Nations do nothing to stop this? The ANC planned to lead a peaceful demonstration against pass laws,
but the Pan African Congress PAC , a group comprised of former ANC members who felt that their means
would never result in anything chose to hold a campaign of their own just a few days earlier. An estimated 5,
to 7, protestors convened on a police station to willfully and peacefully surrender their pass books. The police
fired upon the unarmed protestors eventually killing sixty seven people. This event led to the banning of both
the ANC and PAC organizations, most leaders were either imprisoned or exiled to other African nations who
were now independent. An old friend of Mandela, Oliver Tambo who had been exiled was organizing actions
among the underground and keeping the resistance afloat. The actions taken by police in Sharpeville were
enough to convince the ANC that peaceful emonstrations were not being effective and that armed struggle.
The ANC was in a difficult position and after much deliberation arrived at a conclusion. Since the outlets for
peaceful protest had been banned, violent forms of political protest were inevitable. In , feeling they had been
left with no other choice, the ANC took up arms against the South African government. The Umkhonto we
Sizwe MK organization was formed to carry out acts of sabotage by attacking strategic buildings of
significance to the white government. In a span of 18 months, MK carried out acts of sabotage. The
government threatened to take strong action, but the morale of the black population was only strengthened
Opposition and Resistance. In , the ANC began structuring itself into an organization with a streamlined
hierarchial structure. In the early s, Steve Biko, was instituting a whole movement on focusing on black
political revival through psychological emancipation, it did not believe in civil disobedience and armed
struggle as a means of reawakening black pride. Strikes broke out and workers walked away from jobs
demanding higher wages. Fed up with the situation, student anger exploded June 16th, in the town of Soweto.
More than 10, students engaged in peaceful protest against coercive use of Afrikaans a native language at
schools. Feeling threatened, police unjustifiably opened fire on the students Opposition and Resistance. Steve
Biko would be apprehended by law enforcement and later executed while in custody. In parallel to student
protests, labor unions started protest action in and After unions and workers are considered to have played an
important role in the struggle against apartheid, filling the gap left by the banning of political parties. In black
trade unions were legalized and could engage in collective bargaining, although strikes were still illegal. ANC
training camps popped up throughout nearby countries to train military strategy and weapons training to fight
the apartheid system. The United Nations started to impose sanctions on South Africa and following the
violent protests of , the government was pressured to adopt a policy that combined repression and reform. The
decision to impose Afrikaans as the language of education was reversed, and instead government announced
the provision of free education, textbooks and larger salaries for teachers. Vorster, the prime minister, agreed
that African participation was needed in township government. Thousands of youth joined the MK, white
governmental reform was rejected, and community organizations began to emerge. As resistance to apartheid
continued to grow, a state of emergency was declared in some parts of South Africa in July of It lasted for six
months and eventually led to the declaration of a national state of emergency in June of This national state of
emergency continued through The anti-apartheid movements in the United States and Europe were gaining
support for boycotts against South Africa, for the withdrawal of U. South Africa was becoming an outlaw in
the world community of nations. Investing in South Africa by Americans and others was coming to an end and
an active policy of disinvestment ensued. In , Botha suffered a stroke and was succeeded by F. Otherwise there
will never be peace in South Africa. His continual determination to end apartheid strengthened the movement
even more. As a result, the government repealed the last laws supporting apartheid in , allowing democracy to
be ushered into the country slowly but surely. In the first free multiracial elections were held. Apartheid was
over The End of Apartheid. The pace of economic growth has doubled since the end of apartheid and inflation
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has been brought down to low and predictable levels. In the process, the delivery of basic social services has
been greatly improved and important gains in welfare have been achieved. High growth, however, has yet to
be accompanied by a significant expansion in job opportunities; policymakers need to continue to focus on
upgrading job skills and reducing labor costs if substantive inroads are to be made in lowering unemployment
and alleviating poverty IMF. Present day South Africa is a nation with growing pains. Years of suffering and
government repression has led to a huge amount of uneducated population which has led to high
unemployment and similar poverty levels as well. There have been reports of corruption within the
government and issues with power grid problems New York Times Rich and poor, black, white and mixed
race: Polls show a pervasive distrust of government, political parties and the police New York Times. To
conclude, I chose the subject of apartheid because even though I was vaguely of aware of what apartheid
meant, I knew that as a business student it is important to be aware of other cultures as the economy and
business world becomes more globalized. After researching the subject, I feel that South Africans are one of
the most remarkable people in the world. Despite the repeated government repression, the people never
relented. As they were slowly being removed from their lands in the days of early British and French
exploration, through the colonial period, the resistance, and finally to the day that the first democratic election
took place nearly two hundred years later, the uprising would not stop and they would make their voice heard.
Of course, they relied on outside socioeconomic factors in helping influence the South African government,
but the educated elite would end up using the Western tactics that European immigrant used on their ancestors
years before. Address to the United Nations. Yale University Press, Black Consciousness in South Africa.
State University of New York Press,
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3: Apartheid's rebels ( edition) | Open Library
The South African rebel tours were a series of seven cricket tours staged between and They were known as the rebel
tours because the international cricketing bodies banned South Africa throughout this period because of apartheid.

The History of Apartheid in South Africa South Africa see map is a country blessed with an abundance of
natural resources including fertile farmlands and unique mineral resources. South African mines are world
leaders in the production of diamonds and gold as well as strategic metals such as platinum. The climate is
mild, reportedly resembling the San Francisco bay area weather more than anywhere in the world. South
Africa was colonized by the English and Dutch in the seventeenth century. English domination of the Dutch
descendents known as Boers or Afrikaners resulted in the Dutch establishing the new colonies of Orange Free
State and Transvaal. The discovery of diamonds in these lands around resulted in an English invasion which
sparked the Boer War. Strategists in the National Party invented apartheid as a means to cement their control
over the economic and social system. Initially, aim of the apartheid was to maintain white domination while
extending racial separation. With the enactment of apartheid laws in , racial discrimination was
institutionalized. In , the Population Registration Act required that all South Africans be racially classified into
one of three categories: The coloured category included major subgroups of Indians and Asians. Classification
into these categories was based on appearance, social acceptance, and descent. The Department of Home
Affairs a government bureau was responsible for the classification of the citizenry. Non-compliance with the
race laws were dealt with harshly. All political rights, including voting, held by an African were restricted to
the designated homeland. The idea was that they would be citizens of the homeland, losing their citizenship in
South Africa and any right of involvement with the South African Parliament which held complete hegemony
over the homelands. From to , four of these homelands were created, denationalizing nine million South
Africans. The homeland administrations refused the nominal independence, maintaining pressure for political
rights within the country as a whole. Nevertheless, Africans living in the homelands needed passports to enter
South Africa: In , the Public Safety Act and the Criminal Law Amendment Act were passed, which
empowered the government to declare stringent states of emergency and increased penalties for protesting
against or supporting the repeal of a law. The penalties included fines, imprisonment and whippings. In , a
large group of blacks in Sharpeville refused to carry their passes; the government declared a state of
emergency. The emergency lasted for days, leaving 69 people dead and people wounded. Wielding the Public
Safety Act and the Criminal Law Amendment Act, the white regime had no intention of changing the unjust
laws of apartheid. The penalties imposed on political protest, even non-violent protest, were severe. During the
states of emergency which continued intermittently until , anyone could be detained without a hearing by a
low-level police official for up to six months. Thousands of individuals died in custody, frequently after
gruesome acts of torture. Those who were tried were sentenced to death, banished, or imprisoned for life, like
Nelson Mandela. The apartheid policy was highly effective of achieving its goal of preferential treatment for
whites, as is demonstrated by the statistics in Figure 1. Where to go from here:
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Get this from a library! Apartheid's rebels: inside South Africa's hidden war. [Stephen M Davis] -- Describes the growing
strength of Apartheid's guerrilla rebels and the underground resistance war waged by the African National Congress.

Fire in Babylon The West Indian players were mainly talented understudies struggling to break into the great
West Indian Test team of the period, or men past their prime as Test players. The dominant theme of the
match-ups was West Indian fast bowling. Colin Croft was one of four World Cup winners in the party. Their
pace battery, featuring Clarke, Croft, Bernard Julien and Ezra Moseley , terrified Springbok batsmen who
were forced to wear helmets for the first time. The frantic first series, again organised in secret and conducted
on the hoof, set up a fierce battle when the West Indians returned for a full tour the following season. Kirsten
maintained his place in the team and top scored in the next match. Graham Gooch played against the West
Indies team during both tours as a member of a South African provincial side. The improvement in the
on-field action was in strict contrast to the off-field environment. This oppression was met with violent
reprisals while the rebels were controversial figures in the townships that had worshipped West Indian
cricketers only to see them collaborating with the apartheid enemy. In many instances, they were ostracised
socially and professionally, such was the hostility toward players that complied with the South African
apartheid system. It was one of the few occasions when white and black people had played sport together in
South Africa. Stephenson and Clarke had very successful first-class careers in South African and English
domestic cricket: A fierce battle raged â€” and continues to rage [32] â€” over the wisdom of the West Indian
tours. Were the rebels, as they themselves insisted, showing white South Africa that black men were their
equals as the republic stumbled towards democracy? Or, as their detractors still maintain, had they sold
themselves and their dignity to extend the life of a disgraced and barbarous government? The squad included
several players who represented Australia at Test level, such as fast bowlers Terry Alderman , Rodney Hogg
and Carl Rackemann , spinners Trevor Hohns and Tom Hogan opening batsman John Dyson and Steve Smith
, weakening the official Australian Test side by depriving it of several of its best players. However, Alderman,
Hohns and Rackemann returned to represent Australia in later series, starting in Alderman becoming a regular
fixture in the side, Hohns and Rackemann as bit-part players. Wessels - a South African by birth, who had
been playing for Australia only because of the international ban on South African sport - returned to his native
country, playing and captaining for South Africa on their readmission to Test cricket, and later became the
first and so far only person to score official Test centuries for two nations. During the second tour in â€”87 ,
batsman Brian Whitfield and spinner Omar Henry who became the second non-white player to represent South
Africa, and two future stars, all-rounder Brian McMillan and fast bowler Allan Donald made their South
African debuts. Kepler Wessels played for the Australian team on their second tour. Yet the on-field action
could never escape the shadow of apartheid. Newspaper revelations in January [38] revealed what non-white
leaders in South Africa and anti-apartheid campaigners worldwide had been claiming for years: Kepler
Wessels returned to represent the land of his birth. Jimmy Cook was appointed as South African captain and
Allan Donald took 8 wickets for 59 in the match. Gatting served a three-year ban from Test cricket before his
recall to the England side for the tour of India and Sri Lanka in â€”93, along with John Emburey and Paul
Jarvis. Emburey made both rebel tours and served two suspensions. Matthew Maynard played three more
tests, two in the Ashes and one in the following tour of the West Indies. The squad for the rebel tour was
announced during the fourth Test of the Ashes series in England. Players in the squad were not considered for
the rest of the series, which allowed future long-term England players, batsman Michael Atherton and fast
bowler Devon Malcolm , an opportunity to make their England debuts. The tour was a financial disaster as it
coincided with the "unbanning" of the African National Congress and the release from prison of Nelson
Mandela. As South Africa began the dismantling of apartheid, Ali Bacher was surprised at the scale of the
mass demonstrations against the tour as previous rebel tours had passed smoothly in the country. South Africa
resumed official international cricket in with a short tour of India , and participation in the Cricket World Cup
in Australia and New Zealand. All of the matches played during the rebel tours were granted first-class status,
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which was subsequently withdrawn by the International Cricket Council in As of August [update] , the ICC is
reviewing the status of all matches played in South Africa between and , including those played during the
rebel tours, with a view to restoring first-class status to some matches.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

This article is over 8 years old England captain Mike Gatting is confronted by anti-apartheid demonstrators
during the rebel cricket tour. Reuters Threats of murder and maiming tend to concentrate the mind, especially
when they are directed at you. Every visit to South Africa evokes a shudder of remembrance, even though
those late night phonecalls took place two decades ago. Players on the last two tours were given "honorary
white" status. This was also the first such tour to face angry demonstrators, who had simply not been allowed
to show their frustration and resentment on previous occasions. Bacher, now 67, told me: We lived in a
cocoon here, you must remember. When we had the previous rebel tours there were packed crowds, mainly
white people, no demonstrations. I thought the country, the people, had no problem. I must confess that if I
had known the anger and the hurt that those tours would cause I would have thought twice about them. It was
very hurtful for me. I had been a liberal all my life. And I thought Mike Gatting might get killed in
Pietermaritzburg. The players returned early and a trip scheduled for the following year was cancelled. The
players arrived home before me. After receiving death threats from tour sympathisers, I was pleased to get out
of the place. Even now, still crazy after all these years, some of them display a lack of contrition. The former
England off-spinner John Emburey has his doubts. An attempt to reinstate him had been vetoed in But it was
the naive Gatting who said before the tour: Yesterday he said, only a little sheepishly:
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6: Leftâ€™s apartheid-like â€œpolitically correct racismâ€• comes to Happy Hour - The Rebel
Left's apartheid-like "politically correct racism" comes to Happy Hour David Menzies Mission Specialist An activist
organization called Brown Hope invited black, brown and Indigenous people to a Portland bar and handed each
attendee a crisp $10 bill.

Branded a Rebel I was six at the time. They were right; I would next see these two teams play as a year-old.
Confused, we sat down. A kind couple offered us some fruit, so we stayed. I was blissfully unaware of how
significant this possibly was. We returned a couple of years later to watch my first "Test" match: This time we
were seated in the correct place, in the Oaks Enclosure, which ironically these days is a grass embankment. I
had seen the Windies in their warmup game against Western Province and I knew that they were something
special. They had vicious fast bowlers and flamboyant batsmen. We got there early, along with thousands of
others, just to watch the warmups. The excitement was tangible. They were heroes to us. Perhaps there was
some curiosity too, something about the islanders from far, far away on our shores. We used to follow them
around the boundaries of the ground, hunting their prized autographs. And their accents -- just too cool. At the
end of play we would run on the field to try to touch them and grab one more autograph. Somewhere there is
footage of me congratulating Sylvester Clarke by patting his back. I remember telling all my friends that I had
touched the great bowler. He obliged and we all simply went crazy. I realize the significance of that event
now. Imagine a black guy drinking from the same can? Other memories include how obliging and friendly
they were. Happy to give autographs and happy to interact positively with the huge crowds. Branded a rebel It
was with incredible interest and fascination that I watched "Branded a rebel" -- a CNN World Sport
documentary which first screened last year. It gave me greater insight into the players, the tour, West Indies
cricket and indeed my home country. And while "Branded a rebel" is an appropriate title for the program, it
could have just as easily been titled "Branded Heroes.
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This is a digitized version of an article from The Times's print archive, before the start of online publication in To
preserve these articles as they originally appeared, The Times does.

Apartheid legislation NP leaders argued that South Africa did not comprise a single nation, but was made up
of four distinct racial groups: Such groups were split into 13 nations or racial federations. White people
encompassed the English and Afrikaans language groups; the black populace was divided into ten such
groups. The state passed laws that paved the way for "grand apartheid", which was centred on separating races
on a large scale, by compelling people to live in separate places defined by race. This strategy was in part
adopted from "left-over" British rule that separated different racial groups after they took control of the Boer
republics in the Anglo-Boer war. This created the black-only "townships" or "locations", where blacks were
relocated to their own towns. In addition, "petty apartheid" laws were passed. The principal apartheid laws
were as follows. This Act put an end to diverse areas and determined where one lived according to race. Each
race was allotted its own area, which was used in later years as a basis of forced removal. Under the
Reservation of Separate Amenities Act of , municipal grounds could be reserved for a particular race, creating,
among other things, separate beaches, buses, hospitals, schools and universities. Signboards such as "whites
only" applied to public areas, even including park benches. The Suppression of Communism Act of banned
any party subscribing to Communism. The act defined Communism and its aims so sweepingly that anyone
who opposed government policy risked being labelled as a Communist. Since the law specifically stated that
Communism aimed to disrupt racial harmony, it was frequently used to gag opposition to apartheid.
Disorderly gatherings were banned, as were certain organisations that were deemed threatening to the
government. Education was segregated by the Bantu Education Act , which crafted a separate system of
education for black South African students and was designed to prepare black people for lives as a labouring
class. Existing universities were not permitted to enroll new black students. The Afrikaans Medium Decree of
required the use of Afrikaans and English on an equal basis in high schools outside the homelands. So-called
"selfâ€”governing Bantu units" were proposed, which would have devolved administrative powers, with the
promise later of autonomy and self-government. It also abolished the seats of white representatives of black
South Africans and removed from the rolls the few blacks still qualified to vote. The Bantu Investment
Corporation Act of set up a mechanism to transfer capital to the homelands to create employment there.
Legislation of allowed the government to stop industrial development in "white" cities and redirect such
development to the "homelands". It changed the status of blacks to citizens of one of the ten autonomous
territories. The aim was to ensure a demographic majority of white people within South Africa by having all
ten Bantustans achieve full independence. Interracial contact in sport was frowned upon, but there were no
segregatory sports laws. The government tightened pass laws compelling blacks to carry identity documents,
to prevent the immigration of blacks from other countries. To reside in a city, blacks had to be in employment
there. Until women were for the most part excluded from these pass requirements, as attempts to introduce
pass laws for women were met with fierce resistance. The Senate Act was contested in the Supreme Court, but
the recently enlarged Appeal Court, packed with government-supporting judges, upheld the act, and also the
Act to remove Coloured voters. Since Asians had never been allowed to vote, this resulted in whites being the
sole enfranchised group. A study in the Journal of Politics suggests that disenfranchisement in South Africa
had a significant negative impact on basic service delivery to the disenfranchized. Once South Africa became
a republic, Prime Minister Hendrik Verwoerd called for improved relations and greater accord between people
of British descent and the Afrikaners. The ethnic division would no longer be between Afrikaans and English
speakers, but between blacks and whites. Most Afrikaners supported the notion of unanimity of white people
to ensure their safety. White voters of British descent were divided. Many had opposed a republic, leading to a
majority "no" vote in Natal. Although Verwoerd tried to bond these different blocs, the subsequent voting
illustrated only a minor swell of support, [76] indicating that a great many English speakers remained
apathetic and that Verwoerd had not succeeded in uniting the white population.
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8: Branded a rebel: When cricket took on apartheid - CNN
When the ethnic apartheid rebels of the TPLF went into the bush, they were motivated to do so in order to liberate their
own ethnic group and region. The TPLF did not fight for the interest of Ethiopia, to liberate Ethiopia or for the well being
of the Ethiopian people, but only for their own tribal.

9: Debunking claims about Israelâ€™s â€œapartheidâ€• wall - The Rebel
England captain Mike Gatting is confronted by anti-apartheid demonstrators during the rebel cricket tour. Photograph:
Reuters Threats of murder and maiming tend to concentrate the mind.
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